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Amherst

Taylor Jameson Aspinwall (BA)  
Slater Coyne Boothroyd (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Daniel James Burke (MBA)  
Brady Andrew Camplin (BSBE)  Cum Laude  
Jessica Katherine Concannon (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Thomas B Cook (MS)  
Nicholas J Doiron (BSME)  
Jason James Emmond (BA)  Magna Cum Laude  
Jack Anthony Foley (BA)  
Casey Kenneth Foulks (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Elliot Abram Gordon (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Jessica Jay (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Kevin Gregory Kekejian (BS)  
Elizabeth Heather Lapsley (BS)  Summa Cum Laude  
Gina Marie Mancini (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Connor Richard McCall (BS)  
Lindsay B Moss (BS)  Cum Laude  
Emma Margaret Pearce (BA)  
Brett Joseph Quinn (BS)  
Rachel C Rafferty (BS)  
Jacqueline Mary Siciliano (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Bridget Thompson (BA)  

Antrim

Austin C Conroy (BS)  
Hailey Anne Kellogg (BA)  
Allison Elizabeth Noble (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  

Bedford

Ana Laura Alejandro (MSW)  
Shelby Anderson (BS)  Summa Cum Laude  
Sawyer B Biron (BS)  
Danielle O Bourgeois (BS)  
Sean Michael Brodeur (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Robert Leland Burnett (BS)  
Molly McCray Burns (BS)  
Russell J Caruana (BA)  
Martha Jeanne Dalrymple (MED)  
Jake Roy Donahue (BS)  Magna Cum Laude  
Kelly Gibbons (BS)  Summa Cum Laude  
Andrew R Gilson (BA)  
Steven John Glover (MS)  
Todd James Glynn (BS)  
Kiley Martin Graham (BA)  
Andrew James Grondin (BS)  Summa Cum Laude  
Jian Michela Haenel (BA)  
Mary Katherine Heald (BS)  Summa Cum Laude  
Melissa Marie Houde (BA)  
David Michael Johnson (BS)  
Hannah Erika Johnson (BA)  Cum Laude
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Bedford
Kevin Thomas Johnson (BS) Cum Laude
Matthew George Johnston (BS)
Chandler Elizabeth Lake (BA)
Meghan Elizabeth Lussier (BS) Cum Laude
Anna Margaret Lussier (BA)
Bailey B Marshall (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Nathan H McAree (BA)
Keelan Raymond McCoole (BS)
Julia Rose Mullaney (BA)
Tyler Robert Murray (BS)
Brian D O'Rourke (BA)
Molly Elizabeth Portela (BS)
Patrick Douglas Simpson (BA)
Neil Anthony Soucy (BS)
Sonya Marie Spery (MPH)

Bedford
Brian Paul Collins (MBA)
Marcy S Doyle (DNP)

Brookline
Alexander E Cook (BSCS)
Lisa Dittman (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Ryan Albert Lemay (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Samantha Laura Powers (MS)
Werner Joachim Traut (BS) Cum Laude
Alison Marie Wagner (BS)
Zachary Daniel Wallin (MS)

Franconia
Michelle Elizabeth Gregory (BSME)
Martina Masce (BS)

Goffstown
Justin Erik Devinney (BSCENG)
Anthony Robert Eberhardt (AAS)
Andrew M Gordon (MA)
Jack William Gorham (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Megan Elizabeth Grant (AAS) Honors
Lexah Darian Hall (BA)
Patrick Foye Kelsey (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Kyle MacDonald (BSENSC)
Katherine E Nault (MSW)
Justin Daniel Poisson (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Brian Donald Quigley (BS)
David Ralph Ricard (BS)
Timothy Charles Riehl (BS)
Joel Earl Russell (MENGR)
Anne Jane Steckowych (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Nicholas Logan Zylak (BS) Magna Cum Laude
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Goffstown
Alexis Nicole Roy (BA)

Greenville
Jillian Elizabeth Fanelli (BSENVE)

Hancock
Daniel Dowd Ellingwood (MS)

Hillsboro
Diane Joan Leuschner (MSW)

Hillsborough
Brett Wallace Bennett (BA)
Maxwell Paige Parenteau (BS)

Hollis
Sonal Anand-Brahmbhatt (MBA)
John Patteson Beckett (BS)
Olivia Mae Black (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Eleni D Bruzik (BA)
Ryan Michael Buckley (BS)
Alex Anderson Claire (BSME) Cum Laude
Tyler Michael Cote (MBA)
Amanda Colleen Graves (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Melissa Nicole Hurlburt (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Adam Ryan Kaplan (MS)
Melanie Frances Murphy (BS) Cum Laude
Caley Beth Prunier (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Justin Cooksey Spitz (MBA)
Craig Alan Stone (BS)
Meghan Elizabeth Sweeney (BSCIVE)
Shea Joseph Whalen (BS)
Cameron B Whitaker (BSEE)

Hudson
Ethan Michael Beals (BSCIVE)
Katherine Celeste Biondo (BSSTAT) Cum Laude
Hailey Elizabeth Boulia (BS)
Meghan Kristie Brown (BS)
Taylor Lauren Charbonnier (MSW)
Bethany D Cooper (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Jillian N Cote (MSW)
Farrah Kalil Ekbatani (MED)
Haley Ann Fritz (BS)
Lisa Gerhardt (MSW)
Alexys Ann Gilcreast (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Esmeralda Guzman (MBA)
Michael Anthony Knight (BS) Cum Laude
Gabrielle Arianna Mourousas (BS)
Kassie Lynn Picard (BSCHEM)
Mandy Reagan (MSW)
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Hudson
Liam Joseph Regan (BS)
Britney Beatriz Stone (BS)
Kevin Tran (BS)

Litchfield
Madeline Rose Clemons (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Jason Augustine Connaughton (BSCIVE) Cum Laude
April Erin Desmarais (BS)
Erin Paige Frost (BS) magna cum laude
Erica Beth Guilbeault (MED)
Erin Lilia Kelley (BS)
Cade Michael LaCroix (MS)
Amanda Irene LeBel (BS) magna cum laude
Jacob Adam Morgan (BSME)
Benjamin Patrick Pinault (BSIT)
Keegan P Tanguay (BS)

Lyndeborough
Hannah Coleman Bailey (BSCIVE)
John Edward Lemire (BSCIVE)
Victoria Smith Lorvig (BS) Summa Cum Laude

Manchester
Connor Sean Pauley (MS)

Manchester
Astrid Stefanie Alferez (BS)
Shane Kelly Allen (BS)
Ahmed M Alzawar (BSCHE)
Michael J Auciello (BS)
Zerina Bajramovic (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Mahima Basnet (BS)
Brandon Robert Bryant (MS)
Mark Olegavich Buntsev (BSME)
Kayla H Bushway (MSW)
Kelsea Joan Campbell (BA)
Shawn Denis Case (BSESCI)
Shaleen A Cassily (PHD)
Sarah Ann Chabot (MSW)
Qiqi Chen (BA)
Kyle Cohoon (MBA)
Matthew Vincent Contic (BS)
Jack George Couture (BA)
Sydney Shay Cullen (BS)
Stephanie Enid Dahlberg (MSW)
Eric L Desmarais (BM)
Chelsea Paige Desmarais (BA) Richard A DiCillo (MA)
Cody Christopher Dumont (BS)
Conner Jay Dunn (BSSTAT)
Charles Dunn (BA)
Megan Altha Esperance (BS)
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Manchester
Bruce Aaron Fritz (PHD)
Joshua Thomas Gagnon (BA)
Daphne S Galatas (MPA)
Matthew T Garrell (BS)
Megan Elizabeth Greenberg (MSW)
Zoe Autumn Joy Grenier (BA)
Daniel Eric Haislet (MFA)
Danielle Renee Jubinville (BS)
Gwendolyn Kalasky (BA)
Taryn Elizabeth Kaminski (BS)
Mo'Opunahiwalani Kapanui (BA)
Sinehan I Kerman (MBA)
Marissa Dina Kilbreth (BS)
Riley Jean Kingsbury (BS)
Elias E Koester (MSW)
Corey Justin Kosowicz (BS)
Megan Katherine Laforge (BS)
Courtney Jane Leitner (BS)
Stephen Flynn Letvinchuk (BA)
Sarah P MacDonald (BS)
Jessica Ann Malone (MS)
Kelly Ann Martin (BS)
Timothy Otto Morales (BSME)
Andrew Peter Morin (BS)
Javen M Morse (BA)
Taylor S Negroni (MSW)
July Blaise Nganyi Imbembe (MS)
Gunnar David Matthew Nichols (BSMATH)
Gina Mary-Kathryn Occhipinti (BS)
Adam Kevin O'Neil (BSEE)
Connor J Perry (BS)
Nicholas R Pigeon (MSW)
Michael Robert Plentzas (BA)
Sammr Q Rabeah (MS)
Ashish Rai (MS)
Nicole Anne Ripaldi (BS)
Amanda Elaine Roswick (BM)
Jacob Joseph Savoie (BSME)
Darren Joseph Sayer (BS)
Antonio Shegani (BS)
Bryan Patrick Syrene (BS)
Jeffrey Cam Tay (AAS)
Timothy Joseph Tetrault (BSCHEM)
Athena Maria Valkanos (BA)
Cierra Rose Vigue (BFA)
Samuel Addison Whitmore (BSME)
Colin James Williamson (BSME)
Heather Marie Williamson (BS)
Tracy Yeung (BS)

Manchester
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Manchester
Chayanna Margarita Acevedo (MED)

Merrimack
Caroline Margaret Beaudette (BS)
Jaye C Berman (BA)
Emma Berman (BA)
Beatrice Anne Couser (BA)
Nicholas D Craig (BS)
Paul James DeGrazia (BSIT)
Shawn Ryan Dunphy (BA)
Trevor Gay (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Devin Schloman Gillis (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Kyah Joy Hardy (BS)
Sydney Beth Johnson (BS)
Makenzie Kerouac (BA)
Brienn M Lavoie (MS)
Molly Elizabeth Lynch (BS)
Colin Nicolas Martens (BS)
Peter Norman Martens (BS)
Samantha Rae Mello (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Amber Leigh Olson (BS)  Cum Laude
Mathew A Paulson (BS)
Meghan Stephanie Pinkham (BS)  Cum Laude
Ceara Maureen Quinlan (BS)
Matthew B Reuter (BSCHEM)
Bonnie Marie Simpson (MED)
Hannah Kate Sullivan (BA)  Cum Laude
Dominic Alexander Theroux (BS)
Rafael Pedro Vieira (BSENVE)

Merrimack
Brenden Holt (MAT)

Milford
Devon Alander Crawford (BSEE)
Molly Elizabeth Harrington (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Halley M Karlok (BS)
Angelena M Leal (BS)  Cum Laude
Courtney Allison LeCuyer (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Erica Lynn Osgood (BS)
Kyle J Ouellette (BSCHEM)  Cum Laude
Carly Rose Pitera (MED)
Colin Alvin Rose (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Nathan Joseph Soucy (BSME)
Jonathan Fletcher Watton (BSCIVE)

Mont Vernon
Alexi Tiersa Galica-Cohen (MS)
Chandler C MacKenzie (BA)

Nashua
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Nashua
Sherlee Gennis Alvarez (BS)
Erik William Blecharczyk (BS)
Kasey Nicole Bond (MED)
Andrew Burch (BSCIVE)
Haley Marilyn Cannon (BA)  Cum Laude
Igor Cavassana Cordeiro (MBA)
Thomas J Caveney (BS)
Brette Catherine Chmura (BS)
Timothy Patrick Closson (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Tyler Simoes Costa (BSME)
Michael Andrew Dainis (BS)
Rachel O D’Onfro (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Monique Suzanne Duchesne (BS)
Andrew Walter Dwyer (BA)
Kayla Marie Farren (BS)  Cum Laude
Shannon Rose Flynn (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Victoria James (BS)
Victoria Lyn Kane (BS)
Christina Mary Dorothy Kelly (MS)
Kayla Marie Krueger (BA)
Kendra Elizabeth Krueger (BA)
Nicholas Joseph Largy (BS)
Stephanie Louise Latvis (BA)
Jordan Alexa Lavoie (BA)  Summa Cum Laude
Maddison Rose Ledoux (BSENVE)
Kelsey Marie Lucas (MS)
Miranda Ann Murphy Mail (MED)
Jhenneffer Costa Marcal (BS)
Siarama Jocelyn Niven (BA)  Cum Laude
Samuel Adam Ouellette (BA)
Jasmin Megan Petrosino (BS)
Kuldeep Ashok Prajapati (BSME)  Magna Cum Laude
Hailey Marie Reed (BA)
Jake D Rose (BS)
Jacqueline Claire Ruggiero (BA)  Cum Laude
Caitlin Ann Russell (BS)
Alex K Sarasin (BSEE)  Summa Cum Laude
Justin K Smith (MSW)
Zachary James Smith (BS)
Joseph Samuel Sordillo (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Douglas Stockbridge (MS)
Liam Patrick Tanner (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Alexandra L Tatis (BS)
Rebecca Carolyn-Muriel Tourville (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Shelbie I Trompke (BS)
Jorge Alberto Velazquez (BSIT)
Melanie Rose Wong (BS)  Cum Laude

New Boston
Alessandra Maria Barone (MS)
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New Boston  
Scott Lee Gilman (BS)  
Steven Houle (MBA)  
Joseph R Leahy (BS)  
Nicole Marie LeCour (BS)  
Harsh P Patel (BS)  
Ryan Tyler Pinard (BSME)  
Kendra Ann Siemiesz (BS)  
Amanda Nicole Stowers (BS)  

New Ipswich  
Carrie Cormier (MED)  

Pelham  
Garrett Anthony Barnes (BS)  
Cameron Joseph Caffrey (BA)  
Michael David Dunkley (MENGR)  
Zhangxi Feng (BSME)  
Renee Marie Hall (MED)  
Allyson Elizabeth Dorothy Masson (BS)  
Minta Henriette Notini (BS)  
Nichole A Sousa (BS)  
Alexa Faith Wilson (BS)  

Peterborough  
Graeham Ellerkamp (MS)  

Peterborough  
Monica E Cooper (BA)  
Brendan John Grenier (BSME)  
Lillian Renee Grisafi (BS)  
John T Lithgow (BS)  
Ryleigh Lorimer (BSMATH)  
Sydney Laurel Michalak (BSME)  

Temple  
Jamie Lynne Bergeron (BS)  
Andrew Tyler Martin (MENGR)  

Weare  
Emily Lukanik (MSW)  

Weare  
Meghan Ashley Brown (BS)  
Michael David Caldwell (MED)  
Caroline C Corsetti (BS)  
Madison Hayley Frarie (BS)  
Megan Ashley Gordon (BS)  
Joan Hamel (MPH)  
Breanna Rose Johnson (BS)  
Gabrielle Adrienne Macliver (MED)  
Marina N Manna (BA)
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Weare

Danielle Renee McCarron (BS)
Samuel Aaron Paris (BS)
Marissa Paige Parker (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Miranda Nicole Parker (BS)
John Adams Peterson (MSW)
Jennifer Rizzitano (BS)
Jordan Elizabeth Shatney (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Steven Louis Wuebbolt (BSc/VE)